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lense attorney's brief. and it seeks to 
make its case as best it can. wherever it 
can. Those looking for a comprehensive 
explanation of the mystery of the assas- 
sination will not find it, not here, There is 
ng single overall expkination of the un- 
spoken possibilities, nor is one even of- 
fered. Lane is attempting to prove that 
Oswald most certainly could not have 
committed the crime alone, and that the 
odds are great he did not commit either 
murder. Lane's attempt, therefore, ig to 
disprove the case brought in by the 
proseention—it is a small continuing 
shock to recognize, as Lane fortifies hiy 
arguments in the mast inte: 
that the Warren Commission 
i agent of gentlemanly prosecution 
rather than a commission of inqniry, 
That this was not head-on evident when 
the Report came out is due to the lucidi- 
ties and sweet reasonable tone of the 
style in which the Warren Conimission 
Report is written. But the gentlest of men 
often write in a bad harsh voice, and 
many a quiet calculating brute has ac- 
quired the best of good tunes in prose, 
Yes, the Warren Commission Report con- 
vinced a majority of Americans by the 
reasonableness aid modesty of its style— 
what casnal study did not show, however, 
was that when the Commission was being 
most reasonable in stating that something 
could jot be proved, it was neglecting 
to say that the preponderance of unex- 
plored Jeads, to new evidence syas pointed 

and the FBI, The SecretiSetvice; having 
done a poor job. had thei# own weputa-; 

LN 

resolutely in the opposite direction from 
their conclusion. The scandal of the War- 
ren Commission was twofold—it did not 
look into some of the mo: interesting and 
fascinating matters before it, and it dis- 
torted its hard findings. As Hugh Trevor- 
Roper points out ina fine British introdue- 
tion to Rush to Judgment, “A pattern 
was nude to emerge out of the evidence, 
and having emerged, seemed to sub- 
ordinate the evidence to it.” It was not 
enough to read the Report; one was 
obliged, Trevor-Roper points out, to read 
the 26 volumes of Hearings. “To follow 
the same question through the three suc- 
cessive levels of Hearings. Report, and 
Sunimary and Conclusions is to see some- 
times a quiet transformation of evidence.” 

But one may ask: was the Warren 
Comission in conspiracy to hide the 
truth, all those fine, separate, august, and 
honorable gentlemen? And the answer is: 
of caurse not. They were not in con- 
spiracy, they never needed to be, no 
more than a corporation has to be in 
conspiracy to push out a product which is 
urievously inferior to the product they 
‘re potentially equipped to make. nor 
the head of General Motors need hire 
private detectives to hound Ralph Nader. 
Products. come from processes, and a 
commission's report is a reflection of a 
method of inquiry. Edward Jay Epstein's 
book demonstrated even to Fletcher 

intentions not so clear (thay bered that before the Ce 

Knebel's satisfaction that the Warren 
Commission did not work very hard. 
Walter Craig, president of the American 
Bar Association, appointed as “protector” 
of Oswald's interests, attended two ont of 
51 sessions of the Commission—he was 
perhaps not the kind of lawyer Mr. 
Hoover would have recommended to Mrs. 
Oswald: the only Commission member to 
he present much more than 50 per cent 
nf the time was Allen Dulles of the CLA 
—perhaps he had the most to protect. 

No, for the large part, the seven mem- 
bers of the Commission were abstracted 
and often distant. The established law- 
vers who pursued the investigation as 
their nominal assistants were busy in 
privale practice, and usually absent, So 
the work passed on down to junior 
assistants, bright young lawyers with 
careers to make. They were forced to 
contend every day with agents, investi- 
gators, und detectives who knew more 
about criminal investigation than they 
did and were also presumably possessed 
of more physical strength, more martial 
arts, us well as endowed with that dead, 
muted, fanatical intensity. which wins 
much in negotiation across a table, The 
investigation seemed to push at every 
turn aguinst the likelihood of inefficiency. 
corruption, collusion, or direct: involve 
ment in the cuse by the Dallas. police, 
and, in more complex fashion, the CIA 

Hl 6 perieme.; 

tions ly protect, In suchyatsitatiom, what! 
overworked young lowyeriégoingito 
continue to make a personadcnisade! of 
his own investigation. aguinst:the retrls- 

somnolence of thecComunitted imem- 
bers, and the resistantencofe the: PBL,» 
especially when a routine: \performines) 

factory to the Commission tives: ast) 
surance of a happy andsaccélerated ca) 
reer? cow oppalostares 

What becomes oppressivelys¢vident at 
that the Warren Commission tom the: 
beginning had no intention nfotryingite, 
find any other assassin ithans 
Whether from pure matives: on, fromb 

to sit, the Chief Instice Wasispeakingsalyi te dy of information whieh conldieey be! divulged for 75 yearsruwhethers fram lonest bins or detormir ne sven fitted a bed.of Py ir verything was enlisted stir : thesis that Oswald, half he the job alone, and Rabwehalereg: Ha done Is Particular job floneu Saiw wity in rennan, who had pootn sighs} w (aasiied by the Commienn one identifying Oswald in assixthestor UY, dow—his eyes, went the Baca sumption, could see bett ARC. than another; (Continued on mage Ti 



whereas a man with excellent 
ebesight named Rowland whe 
saw two men in the window was 
esnsidered unreliable because 
his wife told the Commission 
her young husband was prone 
to exaggerate the results of his 
report cards. 

~ Besides. it was a game of ex- 
perts, The expert always plays 
r4 « in which his side is sup- 
Pa to win—the expert has a 

chic structure which is um- 
hilically opposed to finding the 

Hh until the expert finds out 
st if the truth is good for his 

#. We have prosecuting attor- 
vs and defense attorneys be- 

use a legal case is first a game 
ach side looks for its pur- 
chase of the truth, even if the 
s¥arch carries them into almost 
WMpossible assumptions. It is 
why a fact-finding commission 
cannot by its nature make dis- 
coveries which are as incisive 
48 the evidence uncovered by 
the monomaniacal, the Ahab- 
like search of a dedicated attor- 
ney. In contrast to him, the 
(otalitarians look to find their 

th in consensus, You and | 
re more likely to find it be- 

neath a stone, 
59 Lane's book provides the 
qise for the defense. Like all 
lgwyers’ briefs, it is not wholly 
satisfactory as a book. One 
Wishes that the strongest evi- 

} of Oswald's guilt provided 
the Warren Commission were 

ted at least in summary, 
ly to be demolished, or that 
ission were made by Lane 

it certain crucial damaging 
ints cannot be refuted, but 

Fane intent is to do the best 
r his dead client. and that is 

what he does. If Rush to Judg- 
went accomplishes nothing else, 
iil live as a classic for every 
serious amateur detective in 
America. Long winter nights in 
Ye farmhouse will be spent 
poring over the contradictions 
Rothe 26 volumes of Hearings 
with Lane's book for a guide. 
and plans will be made and 

joney saved to take # trip to 
illas, which will become a 

shrine for all the unborn Baker 
Street Irregulars of the world. 
Because Lane's book proves 
once and forever that the assas- 
sination of President Kennedy is 
more of a mystery today than 

How many Americans, after all! 
knew Soviet life in the small 
intimate ways Oswald had 
known it? And indeed how wait 
it so possible for him to arrange 
his return? If you, sir, were he 
head of an espionage servit 
would you not wish to make Qs 
wald work for you as the pride 
of his return? If you were in 
Russian intelligence, would you 
not demand that he serve a 
some kind of Soviet agent in 
exchange for his release? a 
petty undercover agent for twd 
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shois came not trom the ‘lexus 
Book Depository Building but 
from behind a fence on a knoll 
above and in front of the Presi- 
dential limousine. And that 
autopsy which could clarify 
whether the President was shot 
from the front, from behind, or 
from both separate positions— 
well, that autopsy is mired in 
massive confusion which the 
Commission did net dissalve 
and in Fact interred, for X-rays | 

and photographs taken at. the 
autopsy have not been 
lished. The bullet which shat. 
tered the President's skull) 
almost certainly had to be a soft= 
nosed lead round to explode so 
large a wound; Oswald's gun 
fited hard-nosed metal-jacketed 
rounds. The questions raised 
hy Edward Juy Epstein in In 
quest about the bullet which 
was alleged to strike the Presi- 
dent and Governor Cennally: 
are explored again and point ta 
the same conclusion—one bullet 
could not have entered wheresit 
did, and come out where it came 
ont. 

Nor has any satisfactory ex- 
planation ever been offered. 
Lane shows in detail, as to how 
the police were able to send out 
# call to apprehend Oswald 15 
minutes afler the assassination, 
nor why the two officers who 
discovered the rifle on the sixth 
floor described it in careful de 
tail as a “7.65 Mauser bolt 
action equipped with a 4/18 
scope, a thick leather brownish- 
black sling on it... gun metab | 
color... blue metal... the | 
rear portion of the bolt was | 
visibly worn. .” But the | 
Mauser turned into a pumpkin 
and became a 6.5 Mannlicher- 
Carcano. Of conrse, Marina Os- 
wald, on hearing of the assas- 
sination over the radio went 
out to the gurage to see if Oxs 
wald’s Manulicher-Careano was 
in place. It was there. It was 
there? “Later,” she said, “it 
turned out that the rifle was not 
there [and] I did not know 
what to think.” The Dallas po- 
lice came in soon to search the 
garage and Jater reported that 
they found an empty blanket 
upon a shelf, It was that empty 
blanket. they declared. which 
Marina had mistaken for the 
rifle. So the rifle en the sixth 
floor altered From a Mauser 

ction to a 6.5 Mannlicher- 
Careano carbine, a point for 
the shade of Sherlock Holmes, 
for unless the police in Texas 
are such unnatural Texans as to 
be innocent of rifles, thev would 
know a 7.65 Mauser bolt-action, 
for the Mauser is the most be- 
loved and revered of bolt-act 
tions, whereas the 6.5 Mann 
licher-Careano rests among the 
more despised of shooting irons. 

i s: it is 
curious that the Commission 
taking testimony from. the vee? 
sume (Continued amamige 12) 



(Continued from page 11) 
r, who discovered the orig- 

which he had de- 
Mauser did not choose 
this police officer the 

Mannlicher-Careano and ask if 
he might be in error, or if, hor- 
ror beyond belief, the guns were 
switched. 

Roll-call of these unexplored 
details continues. The Mann- 
licher-Carcano had the same 
scope as the nonexistent Mau- 
ser, but Marina Oswald had 
never seen a scope on a rifle. 
(She was a woman, after all.) 
So the suggestion intrudes it- 
self—was the 4/18 scope on 
the Mauser switched in a great 
private frantic hurry to the 
Mannlicher, installed in fact so 
quickly that the telescopic sight 
was unrelated to the line of 
firel Certainly we have it on 
record that the scope had to be 
reset with shims before three 
Masters of the National Rifle As- 
sociation could even aim it. 
This, the rifle supposed to have 
killed Kennedy? And when they 
fired for test, these three Mas- 
ters, six shots each in groups of 
two at three fixed targets, 18 
shots in total by three Masters, 

they did not fire nearly so quick- 
ly or so well at fixed targets as 
Oswald had fired at moving tar- 
gets from a more difficult and 
certainly more extraordinary 
position. In fact the Mannlicher 
dispersed its shot grou so wide- 
ly (an estimated 12 inches at 
100 yards) that no one of the 
experts in all their collective 18 
shots succeeded in striking the 
head or neck of the fixed target. 
Nonetheless, the Commission de- 
cided that the Mann'icher-Car- 
cano had done the jou. Oswald, 
of course, had no great record 
as a rifleman, but perhaps his 
bad aim, the moving car, the 
crazy banged-up scope, the in- 
accurate barrel, anc the very 
heavy trigger pull came to- 
gether in the vertigo of the 
moment to funnel-ir two hits 
out of three. Perhap, Perhaps 
there is one chance in a thou- 
sand, But a Zen master, not a 
rifle expert, must be consulted 
for this, 

Questions arise here and 

ev here. The package of 
pari rods in which Oswald 
was supposed to have con- 
cealed the Mannlicher-Carcano 
was too small (on the account 
of both witnesses who had seen 
it) to contain the disassembled 
rifle. But the size of the bag re- 
mains moot because it was 
ruined in the FBI labs while 
being examined for fingerprints. 
Another bag was put together— 
38 inches in length. The wit- 
nesses seemed to think it was 
about 10 inches longer than 
the original. (The Mannlicher 
disassembled is almost 35 
inches.) The Commission de- 
cided the witnesses “could eas- 
ily have been mistaken in their 
estimate.” So could the FBI, 
unless there were affidavits on 
the dimensions of the original 
bag before it had been sub- 
jected to fingerprint tests. 

Move on. The only eyewitness 
to the murder of Tippit was a 
woman named Mrs, Markham. 
She was certain the killing took 
place at 1:06 p.m. The Com- 
mission was not able to get 
Oswald to the spot before 1:16 
p.m. So the Commission de- 
cided Mrs. Markham was cor- 
rect in her identification of 
Oswald, but wrong in her 
placement of the time. Mrs. 
Markham, however, in an inter- 
view with Lane, described Tip- 
pit’s killer as “a short man, 
somewhat on the heavy side, 
with slightly bushy hair.” The 
description she gave the police 
was “about 30, 5’8”, black hair, 
slender.” 

Tippit leads to Ruby. Among 
the many potential witnesses 
who were not called were a 
variety of people who had 
been associated with Ruby for 
years. They made a general col- 
lective estimate that Ruby 
knew personally more than half 
the officers on the Dallas po- 

lice force. Ruby kept begging 
the Warren Commission to get 
him out of the Dallas jail and 
into Washington. “I want to 
tell the truth,” he said, “and 
I can’t tell it here . . . Gentle- 
men, unless you get me to 
Washington you can’t get a fair 
shake out of me.” Of course, 
many witnesses were intimi- 
dated in mysterious ways. Two 
reporters who visited Ruby’s 
apartment just after he killed 
Oswald were later murdered, 
one in his Dallas apartment as 
the victim of a karate attack 
(where are you, Charley 
Chan?). The Commission did 
not seem to explore this. An- 
other witness, Warren Rey- 

nolds, was shot through the 
head, but recovered. He had 
seen a man whom he did not 
identify as Oswald (until many 
tribulations and eight months 
later) fleeing the scene of the 
Tippit murder, pistol in hand. 
Two months elapsed before 
Reynolds was questioned. He 
then told the FBI that he could 
not identify the fugitive as Os- 
wald—although he had followed 
the man on foot for one block. 
Two days after the interview, 
Reynolds was shot through the 
head with a rifle and somehow 
survived. The prime suspect, 
Darrel Wayne Garner, was ar- 
rested by Dallas police, and 
later admitted he had made a



call to his sister-in-law and “ad- 
vised her he had shot Warren 
Reynolds,” but the charges were 
dropped because Garner had 
an alibi in the form of a filed 
affidavit by Nancy Jane Mooney, 
a strip-teaser who had been 
employed once at Jack Ruby's 
Carousel. Eight days later, Miss 
Mooney was arrested by Dal- 
las police for fighting with 
her roommate, “disturbing the 
peace.” Alone in her cell—less 
than two hours after arrival— 
Miss Mooney hanged herself to 
death, stated the police report. 

Item: In January, 1964, 
Reynolds told the FBI that the 
man he saw was not Lee Har- 
vey Oswald. 

Item: In July, 1964, Rey- 
poldg—who now owned a 
watchdog, took no walks at 
ight and whose house was 
ged with floodlights—testi- 

fied that he now believed the 
man was Oswald. The Commis- 
sion, in reporting the changed 
statements, omitted to mention 
at that precise point the at- 

tempt on Warren Reynolds’ life. 
Htem: Information given by 

Nancy Perrin Rich to the War- 
ren Commission that Jack Ruby 
brought money to a meeting 
between various agents and one 
U.S. Army officer for smuggling 
guns to Cuba, and refugees out, 
was stricken from the record by 
the Warren Commission, 

Ttem: A communication from 
the CIA in response four months 
late to a Commission inquiry: 
“aw examination of Central In- 
telligence files has produced no 
information on Jack Ruby or 
his activities.” Indeed. Which 
filés? The Balkan files? The Ip- 
cress file? 

Item: William Whaley, Os- 
wald’s alleged cab driver, was 
killed in an automobile collision 
on December 18, 1965. 
‘Ttem: Albert G. Bogard, an 

automobile salesman who tried 
to sell a car to a man calling 
himself Lee Oswald, was beaten 
up by some men after testifying 
and was sent to a hospital. The 
Warren Commission determined 
that the man buying the car 
could not be Oswald, but it did 
not inquire further. That some- 

one might be impersonating Us- 
wald before the assassination 
was a matter presumably with- 
out interest to the Commission, 

Item: On Wednesday, Jan- 
wary 22, a call came to J. Lee 
Rankin, general counsel for the 
Warren Commission. It was from 
the Attomey General of Texas 
who told Rankin he had learned 
that the FBI had an “undercover 
agent” and that agent was none 
other than Lee Harvey Oswald. 
After much discussion that eve- 
ning and much resolution that 
evening to conduct an inde- 
pendent investigation of this 
charge, the Commission none- 
theless ended months later with 
this verdict: “nothing to support 

the speculation that Oswald was 
an agent, employee, or inform- 
ant of the FBI,” citing as its 
basis the testimony of Hoover, 
his assistant, and three FBI 
agents, plus reference to some 
affidavits signed by various other 
FBI sents, That proved to be 
the Lisit of the “independent 
investigation.” There is nothing 
to show that the Attorney Gen- 
eral of Texas was ever asked to 
Rive testimony as to how he 
heard the rumor. 

So taere we are left in this 
extraordinary case, and with this 
extraordinary Commission which 
looks into the psychic traumas 
of Oswald's childhood and Jack 
Ruby's mother’s “fishbone de- 
lusion ” but does not find out by 
indepe: ident investigation which 
Dallas cop might have let Jack 
Ruby into the basement, or 
whether Oswald could ever have 
been un undercover agent for 
the FBI, the CIA, the MVD, 
ML-5, Fair Play for Cuba, 
JURE, Mao Tse-tung, the John 
Birch Soeiety, the Nazi Renais- 

sance Party, or whether indeed} 
an agent for all of them. The, 
word of Mr. Hoover is goody 
enough for the Commission. Mr,a 
Hoover is of course an honor+y 
able man, all kneel. dl 

No, what we are left withy 
after reading this book, is any 
ineradicable sense of new proyy 
tagonists—the Dallas police— 
and behind them, opposed t 
them, for them, beneath th 
on every side of them, anot! 

protagonist or protagonists. Byit’ 
first, foremost, the police. ilid 

Criminals fall into two catg;, 
gories—good criminals and bac 
A bad criminal is the simples 
of people—he cannot be trust: 
for anything; a good criminal js 
not without nobility, and if jhe’ 
is your friend he is a rare friend, 
But cops! Ah, the cops are far. 
more complex than criminals.’ 
For they contain explosive con: 
tradictions within themselves, 
Supposed to be law-enforcers,’ 
they tend to conceive of them: 
selves as the law. They are mor¢! 
responsible than the average, 
man, they are more infantile.’ 
They are attached umbilically to) 
the concept of honesty, they are 
profoundly corrupt. They posses?’ 
more physical courage than the’ 
average man, they are uncon= 
scionable bullies; they serve the 
truth, they are psychopathic liary 
(no cop's testimony is ever to 
trusted without corroboration)? 
their work is authoritarian, thé 
are cynical; and finally, if som 
thing in their heart is deeptf! 
idealistic, they are also bloat 
with greed. There is no hum 
creation so contradictory, 
finally enigmatic, as the chara 
ter of the average cop, and thes 
contradictions form the keel of 
the great American mystery— 
who killed President Kennedy? 

Yet even that oppressive sens 
of the Dallas police does not! 
satisfy all the resonance of thi¥ 
mystery. For the question re- 
mains: was Oswald some sot 
of agent? We are getting uni 
comfortably close to the re: 
heart of the horror. So it is time 
to offer a new hypothesis (of 
at least offer the beginnings of 4 
working hypothesis), even 
make it out of whole cloth with? 
out a “scintilla of evidence.” 
Call it a metaphor. So I 
say the odds are indeed that Os- 
wald was an undercover agent? 
He was too valuable not to be! 
How many Americans, after all! 
knew Soviet life in the small 
intimate ways Oswald had 
known it? And indeed how wad 
it so possible for him to arrange 
his return? If you, sir, were the 
head of an espionage service] 
would you not wish to make Os! 
wald work for you as the pride 
of his return? If you were it 
Russian intelligence, would you 
not demand that he serve && 
some kind of Soviet agent in 
exchange for his release? «i 
petty undercover agent for twd 
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services or three. a man without 
reul importance or any sinister 
mission, he may still have been 
in so exposed a position that 
other services would have been 
attracted to him, Espionage 
services tend to collect the same 
particular small agents in com- 
mou, for most of their operations 
are only serious as a game, and 
you need a pocket board on 
which to play. Oswald may have 
been just such a battered little 
pocket board. 

Worked over and played over 
until he metamorphosed from 
playing board to harried rat, he 
may even have nibbled at the 
edge of 20 Dallas conspiracies, 
Tt was all comedy of the most 
horrible sort, but when Kennedy 
was assassinated, the espionage 
services of half the world may 
have discovered in the next hour 
that one little fellow in Dallas 
was—all pandemonium to the 
fore—a secret, useless, little un- 
dercover agent who was on their 
private list; what nightmares 
must have ensued! What night- 
mares on the instant! What 
quiet little mind in some un- 
known — council-of-war room. 
thinking of the exceptional defi- 
nition of the game which might 
soon be given by a rat harried 
past the point of no return, a 
rat let loose in a courtroom, 
cried out in one or another Ivy 
League voice, “Well, can’t some- 
thing be done, can’t we do some- 
thing about this man?” and a 
man getting up saying, “See you 
in a while.” and a little later a 
phone call made and another 
and finally a voice saying to our 
friend Ruby. “Jack, 1 got good 
news. There's a little job. , .” 
Is it so unreasonable that the 
tiny metaphorical center of a 
host of espionage games should 
be killed by that precise inter- 
section of the Mafia, the police. 
the invisible government. and 
the strip-tease business which 
Jack Ruby personified to the 
point. 

No, there mav have been no 
formal master plan to murdering 
Kennedy, just coincidences be- 
yond repair and heyond toler- 
ance, as if all things came to- 
gether in a blaze of one huge 
existential moment, and nothing 
left but wreckage. paranoia, and 
the secret bewildered sense in 
every cop. criminal, and agent of 
the Western Hemisphere that 

something beyond anyone's ken 
had occurred: now the evidence 
had to be covered. So Kennedy 
may have been killed by a con- 
spiracy which was petty to its 
root; certainly he must have 
been killed by a very petty con- 
spiracy with a few good Texas 
marksmen in it, but the power of 
several master conspiracies may 
then have been aroused to pro- 
tect every last one of us against 
the possibility of dis A 
against the truth, for no one in 
power in America knew what 
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that truth was. Not any longer. 
So the case was fertilized and 
refertilized—it grew into a 
thicket. And the Commission 
was obliged to cut a tidy path 
through the thicket and this laid 
the ground for future scandals 
and disasters out of measure. 

If in the next few years some 
new kind of commission does 
not establish in hard and satis- 
factary fashion the known and 
auknown bouidaries of the case, 
then the way fs open to a series 
of surrealistic political machina- 

tions. On that unhappy—let us 
hope impossibl——day when 
America becomes a. totalitarian 
government of Left, Center, or 
Right, the materials are now at 
hand for a series of trials of high 
Sovernment figures which will 
make the Moscow Trials of 1936 
to 1938, following upon the as- 
sassination of Kirov, seem like 
modest exercises in domination, 
for the wealth of contradictory 
evidence now upon us from the 
rot-pile of Dallas permits any 
interpretation, any neat little 
path, to be cut through the 
thicket. From any direction ta 
any direction. The Right may 
now convict the Left. The Left 
may now stifle the Right. The 
Center may eat them both. The 
cannibal’s pure totalitarianism is 
Rear. 

So one would propose oné 
last new commission, one real 
commission—a literary commis- 
sion supported by public sub: 
scription to spend a few years 
om the case. There are major 
intellectuals in this country whos 
are old now and have never 
been able to serve in Americal 
life. Not ever. It is time for that. 
Time for the best of intellectuals 
to serve. I would trust a com: 
mission headed by Edmund 
Wilson before I trusted another 
by Earl Warren. Wouldn’t you? 
Would you not estimate thdt 
Dwight MacDonald, working 
alone, could nose out more facts 
and real contradictions than 
could 20 crack FBI investi: 
gators working together? Laught 
angels, pass the drinks, make 
this the game for the week. Pick 
your members of the new coms 
mission, It is very funny. And 

_ vet the small persisting national 
need is for a few men who cath 
induce, from contradictory evis 
dence, a synthesis. The solution 
to President Kennedy's murder 
will come not from legal or gov- 
ernment commissions. but from 
minds deeply grounded first and 
last in the mysteries of hypoth- 
esis, uncorrupted logic, tragedy, 
and metaphor. In the meanwhile, 
waiting for such a literary com- 
mission, three cheers for Mark 
Lane. His work is not without a 
trace of that stature we call 
heroic. Three cheers. Because 
the game is not yet over. Nor 
the echo of muffled drums. Nor 
oe memory of the riderless 

ose. yy if s


